
Work on the refurbishment of Saint Joseph’s shrine has started –
do take a look at progress. Cleaning has revealed that while the
statues are stones, their heads are made of alabaster. There is
some damage which needs to be repaired and, hopefully, within a
few days the shrine will be restored to its former glory. (We hope to
follow with a restoration of Saint James’s statue and, if/when funds
become available to continue with work on Saint Peter, St Michael’s
chapel, and then the Golden Lady).

Because there are two marriages taking place this Friday, the usual
12.30pm Mass will be celebrated at Midday in the Lady Chapel
(probably easiest if those attending use the Blandford Street door).

This year’s BIKE RIDE to raise much needed funds for the work of the
Society of Saint Vincent de Paul among the homeless and needy will be
next Sunday 27th June and will wend its way along the Thames to Windsor.
Fliers with more details are available at back of the church.  If you can
support or sponsor the SVP account is with NatWest Bank:   A220108 SVP
ST JAMES – SPANISH PLACE, Sort code: 60 60 04.  Ac. No.: 46079858.

Cardinal Nichols will be presiding at a Solemn Mass of Saint James here
on Saturday 24th July at Midday. Put the date firmly in your diary. Hopefully
it will be a great celebration of our re-claimed freedoms – don’t be missing!

A parishioner has a website encouraging devotion to the Sacred Heart of
Jesus (the devotion of the month of June).
https://sacredheartofjesus.london/ 

At present, the confessionals in church are not being used for the
Sacrament of Reconciliation but please feel free to ring at the rectory
door at any reasonable time and ask for a priest to hear your confession in
the house parlour.

If you can help the parish either
by a one-off donation or by a
commitment to regular giving, it
would be greatly appreciated.
More information from the parish
office or use the bank details set
out below:-

HSBC 69 Pall Mall, 

London SW1Y 5EY

Sort code: 40-05-20 

Acc no: 91094394    

WRCDT Spanish Place

A new way to give.

Three “digital collection
plates” have been

installed in the church. They can be used
to make donations using contactless or
chip and pin (and directed to specific
areas of choice).

The provider suggests those who intend
to use the facility regularly should go
online in advance to                                                         DONA and register
their chosen card (they will also have the
option there to complete a Gift Aid
declaration).

  

The Reverend Christopher G. Colven (Rector)
The Reverend Canon Stuart Wilson

The Reverend Mark Elliott Smith (in residence)
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TODAY’S LITURGY

Job 38:1,8-11
Here your proud waves shall break

O give thanks to the Lord,
for his love endures for ever.

2 Corinthians 5:14-17
Now the new creation is here.

St Mark 4:35-41
Who can this be?

Even the wind and the sea obey him.

Twelfth Sunday
in Ordinary Time

20th June 2021

Click the                                                      link here for all streamed

events Readings can be found at

Universalis 
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The Rector writes .  . . . . .

    Since the outbreak of the current pandemic 128,000 deaths have been
reported (as at the beginning of last week) in which the virus played a part.
Official figures just released for 2020 show that in England 209,917
abortions were recorded. These numbers should fill us with an immense
sense of sadness given the sheer volume of pain which they highlight.
Statistics can also blind us to the amount of personal suffering attached to
each individual situation which is tragic in its own way. Every year our
Bishops set aside one Sunday as A Day For Life and they have designated
this weekend (19th/20th June) for its 2021  observance. The theme this time
is: “caring for the sick and the dying: the respect owed to life”. The
Bishops’ choice is timely. We are all aware of the on-going and persistent
campaign to try to alter current legislation so that what is now termed
“assisted dying” would no longer be a criminal offence. Catholics, in
particular, need to understand the Church’s witness to the inalienable
worth of every human life, without exception. It is our responsibility to
contribute informed and reasonable views to the continuing debate and to
be courageous in doing all that we can to protect the most vulnerable
among our brothers and sisters..

    As in all the ethical dilemmas which face us, we must establish first
principles and then try to apply them in particular circumstances. Aidan
Nichols reminds us: “the moral teaching of Catholicism is that dimension
of its wisdom which states and explores the principles that should govern
human behaviour vis-à-vis the final destiny of humankind: the vison of
God”. From the outset the bar is set high in the belief that decisions made
in this life have eternal consequences. We are also committed to the
understanding that we are called to be co-redeemers: guiding, and being
guided by, others to live well on this earth as we accompany one another
on the  journey towards salvation. Underpinning everything should be a
sense of shared communion by which we take responsibility for one
another as children of the same Father. But, as Saint John Paul 11
observed: “choices once considered criminal and rejected by the common
moral sense are gradually becoming socially acceptable – broad sectors of
public opinion justify certain crimes against life in the name of the rights
of individual freedom”.

    Every life has its origin in the imagination of God: each person, we
believe, is a an expression of the Divine creative will. Whatever the
circumstances surrounding the conception and birth of any individual their
existence has in some wonderful way been pre-determined and is
“necessary” (Benedict XVI) to the building and completion of God’s
kingdom. This understanding of each person’s unique vocation underpins
their essential value and dignity and is the basic reason that every life
deserves respect and protection. It is only against this holistic  

understanding of human being that we can make ethical judgements:
although, rightly, the Church in its compassion for the vulnerable must try to
defend lives from their beginning to their natural ending, this principle
extends to every facet of human existence. The Church’s ethical tradition
seeks to hold the balance between care for the individual’s autonomy and the
communal environment in which life is received and experienced: the
personal and the common good should be seen as servants of each other.

    Pope Francis writes: “Jesus is the Good Shepherd who came for the
wounded  sheep and comforted the sick. He is the Good Samaritan who does
not pass by the injured person lying by the roadside, but who, moved to
compassion, takes care of and assists him”. For many around us the pain and
indignity which can often be associated with the end of life justifies its active
termination. While taking care not to impugn the motives of those who
embrace different understandings from our own, we  cannot do other than
reiterate the belief that life is primarily a gift (therefore suicide is a rejection
of the givenness of that life and of the Giver himself) and that the living and
dying of each of us has a significance and a meaning which, as yet, cannot be
fully comprehended. 

    Of course, we should be pressing for better palliative and hospice
provision, and, of course, both Church and state should be offering greater
concern for those suffering long-term illnesses both physical and mental –
but our faith teaches us to honour the gift of life through all its stages and that
those in the final phase of their human journey have so much both to learn
and to teach. Instead of trying to hasten them from this life we need to stand
alongside them, supportive in every way possible but open, in all humility, to
listen to what they have to reveal about the mystery of life and of death itself.
“For life is to be with Christ; where Christ is, there is life, there is the
kingdom” (Saint Cyprian).

Christopher Colven

NOTICES

It is disappointing to learn that current pandemic restrictions will
not be lifted before the end of July (just in time, we hope and
pray, for the celebration of Saint James’ Day). The requirement to
maintain social distancing and the wearing of masks in church
remains in force. For the moment, too, congregational singing is
not permitted. However, we are now allowed to open the church
without the necessity of stewards being present – we owe so
much to those who have given generously of their time over the
past months – and from 1st July we shall open the doors each
weekday from 8am till after the 6pm Mass – a step in the right
direction.

  


